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Abnormal Psychology, Sixth Canadian Edition Loose-Leaf
Print Companion

2017-08-14

abnormal psychology 6th canadian edition builds upon the strengths of the classic
davison and neale textbook and presents abnormal psychology from a unique canadian
perspective with a contemporary emphasis it provides students with the most up to
date relevant and comprehensive content available in an abnormal psychology
undergraduate textbook the material is presented in a clear and concise manner that
offers students the foundation they need to succeed in the abnormal psychology
course and in their future studies abnormal psychology offers students a wealth of
tools and content in a structured online learning environment wileyplus wileyplus
provides students with an engaging intuitive interface with cohesive vetted
resources everything students need to master the course videos a complete etextbook
practice questions assessments and more is in one place wileyplus provides trusted
author branded content and resources that can easily be customized to match an
instructor s teaching preference and integrated into their campus lms backed by
learning science and customer driven development the wileyplus course supports
instructors with efficiency and data driven insights so they can help students succeed
in their coursework and beyond

Canadian Edition of the Law of Torts

2020-02-25

canadian government and politics delivers an up to date and concise introduction to
canada s political institutions processes and issues the text integrates theory history
census data and current affairs to give students an orderly picture of the wide ranging
landscape of canadian government and politics this seventh edition includes coverage
and analysis of the 2019 general election as well as a preview of the new canadian
government it also adds exciting material on canada s cultural landscape institutions
and policies along with a new chapter on indigenous peoples other chapters examine
the executive legislative and judicial branches of government the electoral system
bureaucracy québec nationalism foreign policy and much more the authors provide
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trenchant coverage of many key issues of concern to canadians including regionalism
nationalism climate change defense policy indigenous peoples rights minority rights
pipelines and the usmca trade deal these topics are addressed by way of fair minded
impartial discussions aimed to foster a vital and optimistic perspective on canadian
politics that will encourage critical thinking and active citizenship

Canadian Government and Politics - Seventh Edition

2016-01-01

the second edition of broadcasting policy in canada offers a comprehensive overview
of the policies that provide the foundation for the canadian broadcasting system
including discussion of topics such as canadian content media regulation and program
financing

Broadcasting Policy in Canada, Second Edition

2019-12-20

emergency medical responder is an essential training program that fully meets the
newly developed national occupational competency profile for emergency medical
responders nocps this comprehensive text addresses the entire nocps with clarity and
precision in a format that ensures student comprehension and encourages critical
thinking concepts of team leadership and professionalism are woven throughout the
chapters challenging students to become compassionate conscientious health care
professionals as well as superior clinicians current state of the art medical content
emergency medical responder includes in depth coverage of anatomy physiology and
pathophysiology to form an advanced understanding of the human body and disease
processes expected of today s emergency medical responder detailed precise
illustrations clearly depict the anatomy and processes covered in each chapter clear
approach to patient assessment and management emergency medical responder
teaches and reinforces the concept of patient assessment ensuring that students
understand patient assessment as an integrated process the way that providers actually
practice it in the field the steps of the patient assessment process are reinforced within
the context of the illnesses or injuries discussed in the chapter illustrated skill drills
highlight the critical steps of the patient management skills explained throughout the
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text dynamic technology solutions access to navigate 2 online learning materials
including an interactive ebook student practice activities and assessments sample
course plans and additional chapters covering rescue operations terrorism response
cbrne and hazardous materials events crime scene awareness patients with special
needs acute interventions for chronic care patients medical incident command

Emergency Medical Responder (Canadian Edition)

2015-05-15

each new print copy of nancy caroline s emergency care in the streets canadian
seventh edition also includes navigate 2 advantage access that unlocks a complete
ebook study center homework and assessment center and a dashboard that reports
actionable data learn more at jblnavigate com 2 nancy caroline s emergency care in
the streets seventh edition transforms the legendary paramedic textbook first
developed by dr caroline in the early 1970s into the premier paramedic education
program the paramedic association of canada is proud to continue this legacy and set
the new gold standard for paramedic education the seventh edition reflects the
collective experience of its top flight canadian author team and decades of street
wisdom this fully updated edition addresses the national occupational competency
profiles with clarity and precision in a concise format that ensures student
comprehension and encourages critical thinking this edition emphasizes the notion
that becoming a paramedic must be a pursuit of excellence concepts of team leadership
and professionalism are woven throughout the chapters challenging students to
become compassionate conscientious health care professionals as well as superior
clinicians this edition also broadens the traditional boundaries to include new and
emerging areas of paramedic practice current state of the art medical content the
seventh edition includes in depth coverage of anatomy physiology and
pathophysiology to form an advanced understanding of the human body and disease
processes expected of today s paramedic three new chapters have been added to this
edition community paramedicine research and quality and mechanical ventilation the
first two represent areas of growth in the scope role and importance of paramedics in
an integrated health care system the third acknowledges the paramedics ability to
provide advanced therapies prior to arrival at the hospital and a growing reliance on
paramedics in transfer of critically ill patients in a regionalized delivery of care clear
approach to patient assessment and management the seventh edition teaches and
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reinforces the concept of patient assessment with a single comprehensive chapter
ensuring that students understand patient assessment as a single integrated process the
way that providers actually practice it in the field each clinical chapter reinforces the
steps of the patient assessment process within the context of the illnesses or injuries
discussed in the chapter strong application to real world ems patient case studies
evolve throughout every chapter offering students a genuine context for the
application of the knowledge presented this approach shows the student how all of
the information will be used to help patients in the field an additional case concludes
each chapter and presents critical thinking questions to cement the chapter s concepts
accessible language since the first edition published in 1

Nancy Caroline's Emergency Care in the Streets,
Canadian Edition

1981

on november 26 2005 christian peacemaker teams cpt members tom fox and jim loney
along with delegation members norman kember and harmeet sooden were kidnapped
in iraq tom fox was killed on march 9 2006 jim norman and harmeet were freed two
weeks later on march 23 after 118 days of captivity the kidnapping of these four men
was like a rock thrown into a pond this book describes the ripples on the water the
impact and results of that rock ripples in the lives of cpt teams and the communities
in which they work ripples among families and friends of those taken ripples across
the world in faith communities prisons in the media and among their audiences and
in the lives of the four men dozens of muslim leaders who knew cpt s peacemaking
work courageously called for the release of the cpt delegation christian leaders in turn
called for justice for the 14 000 iraqis held by multinational forces in iraq without
charges or access to their families

Canada

2008-05-19

navigate 2 advantage access unlocks a complete audiobook study center homework
and assessment center and a dashboard that reports actionable data experience navigate
2 today at jblnavigate com 2 in the early 1970s dr nancy caroline developed the first
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paramedic textbook and transformed paramedic education today the paramedic
association of canada is proud to continue this legacy delivering world class education
to future paramedics in canada and around the globe the eighth edition offers cutting
edge evidence based content that aligns with current guidelines standards and
literature from medical authorities across the spectrum of emergency medicine from
cardiac care to stroke to wilderness medicine to trauma current state of the art medical
content based on the national occupational competency profiles and the latest cpr ecc
guidelines the eighth edition offers complete coverage of every competency
statement with clarity and precision in a concise format that ensures comprehension
and encourages critical thinking detailed explanations of current practice and
treatment provide an unparalleled clinical foundation for a successful career as a
paramedic and beyond relevant medical concepts are presented to ensure students and
instructors have accurate insightful interpretation of medical science as it applies to
prehospital medicine today application to real world ems through evolving patient
case studies in each chapter the eighth edition gives students real world scenarios to
apply the knowledge gained in the chapter clarifying how the information is used to
care for patients in the field and pushing students to engage in critical thinking and
discussion essential skill content is portrayed in detailed steps that are the ideal
complement to the national occupational competency profiles a foundation for life the
eighth edition provides a comprehensive understanding of anatomy physiology
pathophysiology medical terminology and patient assessment clinical chapters discuss
application of these key concepts to specific illnesses or injuries using context to refine
and solidify the foundational knowledge dynamic technology solutions navigate 2
unlocks engaging tools that enable students and instructors to chart a swift path to
success the online learning resources include student practice activities and
assessments and learning analytics dashboards the online offering also includes the
following for every chapter ready for review chapter summaries vital vocabulary
chapter definitions assessment in action scenarios with multiple choice questions
points to ponder scenarios to consolidate information and promote critical thinking

118 Days (Canadian Edition)

2020-02-18

a wide ranging look at the history of the canadian navy from its beginnings in 18th
century exploration and trade to its astonishing expansion during the second world
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war through to its current roles in operations with united nations and nato forces

Nancy Caroline's Emergency Care in the Streets
Advantage Package (Canadian Edition)

2010-01-01

hospitals and medical centers 2011 edition is a scholarlyeditions ebook that delivers
timely authoritative and comprehensive information about hospitals and medical
centers the editors have built hospitals and medical centers 2011 edition on the vast
information databases of scholarlynews you can expect the information about hospitals
and medical centers in this ebook to be deeper than what you can access anywhere
else as well as consistently reliable authoritative informed and relevant the content of
hospitals and medical centers 2011 edition has been produced by the world s leading
scientists engineers analysts research institutions and companies all of the content is
from peer reviewed sources and all of it is written assembled and edited by the
editors at scholarlyeditions and available exclusively from us you now have a source
you can cite with authority confidence and credibility more information is available at
scholarlyeditions com

Canada's Navy, 2nd Edition

2012-01-09

gain a clear understanding of the often intimidating subject of psychiatric mental
health nursing varcarolis s canadian psychiatric mental health nursing 2nd edition
uses a practical clinical perspective to prepare you for practice this thoroughly
updated market leading text features the latest canadian research related to psychiatric
mental health nursing including dsm 5 guidelines from the american psychiatric
association s diagnostic and statistical manual of mental disorders additionally clinical
chapters follow a practical framework and progress from theory to application
preparing you for practice with real world examples presented within an historically
canadian legal ethical and cultural context research highlight boxes provide updated
research in mental health canadian research and statistics provide a current
perspective of mental health and mental health practice in canada canadian focus
throughout highlights key considerations such as our nation s cultural diversity and
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federal provincial territorial distinctions student friendly features reinforce important
information and help in applying textbook content to the clinical setting emphasizing
key terms and concepts learning objectives key points to remember critical thinking
and chapter reviews assessment guidelines boxes provide specific instructions for
diagnosis and treatment patient and family teaching boxes provide important details
that should be discussed with patients and caregivers integrative therapy boxes
specifically focus on the mental health disorders covered in that chapter to help you
communicate effectively when working with a variety of patients considering
culture boxes discuss the importance of cultural considerations in providing competent
care to diverse populations within various clinical situations drug treatment boxes
feature generic and trade names for drugs used in canada to ensure you have access to
the latest information on medications used to treat psychiatric disorders new dsm 5
box features provide further evidence of disorders covered by the american
psychological association new added mental health content covers issues in the
indigenous population and gender differences new updated chapter that covers
suicide and non suicidal self injury new enhanced coverage of substance use disorders
prepares you to treat this and related disorders new enhanced coverage on the
legislative changes related to medically assisted deaths

Hospitals and Medical Centers: 2011 Edition

2018-03-16

this canadian text covers the ratio and proportion formula and dimensional analysis
methods offering a step by step approach to the calculation and administration of drug
dosages with over 2 000 practice problems gray morris focuses on enhancing the
learning experience of nursing students at all curricular levels by making content
clinically applicable calculate with confidence first canadian edition addresses the
increasing responsibility of the nurse in medication administration prioritizes patient
safety and reflects the current scope of practice tips for clinical practice boxes call
attention to information critical to math calculation and patient safety safety alert boxes
highlight issues that may lead to mediation errors and empower you to identify
actions that must be taken to avoid calculation errors chapter review problems test all
major topics presented in the chapter basic math post test allows you to assess and
evaluate your understanding of basic math material covered in unit 1 directing you to
review chapters if you miss any of these test questions basic math pre test review
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helps you assess your basic math skills and identify areas of strength and weakness in
competency of basic math comprehensive test at the end of text offers complete
coverage of dosage calculations and conversions using real life drug label and situations
si units and generic canadian drug names throughout nclex format questions on
evolve to help prepare for the type of questions you will see on the nclex rn
examination real world examples and practice problems throughout the text strong
emphasis on safety throughout

Varcarolis's Canadian Psychiatric Mental Health Nursing,
Canadian Edition - E-Book

2016-05-18

the paramedic association of canada together with the american academy of
orthopaedic surgeons and jones and bartlett publishers are proud to continue dr nancy
caroline s legacy by introducing emergency care in the streets canadian edition dr
caroline s work transformed ems and the entire paramedic field she created the first
national standard curriculum for paramedic training in the united states she also wrote
the first paramedic textbook emergency care in the streets in 2007 we welcomed back
emergency care in the streets with the publication of the sixth edition in the united
states now this program has been rewritten and revised by canadian ems experts
specifically for canadian paramedics using the national occupational competency
profiles

Calculate with Confidence, Canadian Edition - E-Book

2011-03-09

introduction to pathophysiology provides an entrance to the science of
pathophysiology and explains why it is important lifespan coverage includes nine
separate chapters on developmental alterations in pathophysiology and special sections
with aging and pediatrics content canadian drug and treatment guidelines familiarize
you with aspects of clinical practice you will encounter coverage of diseases includes
their pathophysiology clinical manifestations and evaluation and treatment canadian
lab values provide the core fundamental information required for practice in canada
canadian morbidity statistics provide you with the canadian context in which you
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will be practising algorithms and flowcharts of diseases and disorders make it easy to
follow the sequential progression of disease processes health promotion boxes
emphasize evidence based care and align with the canadian curriculum risk factors
boxes highlight important safety considerations associated with specific diseases quick
check boxes test your understanding of important chapter concepts end of chapter did
you understand summaries make it easy to review the chapter s major concepts key
terms are set in blue boldface type and listed at the end of each chapter glossary of
approximately 1 000 terms is included on the evolve website with definitions of
important terminology new updated content reflects current canadian
pathophysiology literature and evidence including incidence prevalence cultural
variations canadian research and statistics canadian guidelines and standards and
indigenous health new easy to read writing style helps you understand and learn
complex content new case studies in each of the alterations chapters provide the
opportunity to use critical reasoning and clinical judgement to pull it all together and
demonstrate application of knowledge new comorbidities boxes in selected chapters
link pathophysiology to pharmacology new appendix of normal laboratory values in si
units is included for quick reference new more than 30 new 3 d animations are
included on the evolve website bringing difficult concepts and disease processes to life
new test preparation tools help you succeed on the next generation nclex cpnre and
rex pntm both in the text and on evolve

Nancy Caroline's Emergency Care in the Streets,
Canadian Edition

2017-08

take the shortest path to understanding pathophysiology with this canadian workbook
corresponding to the chapters in huether and mccance s understanding
pathophysiology 2nd canadian edition this study guide uses a variety of exercises
activities and review questions to help you master pathophysiology concepts case
studies help you put the information together and develop critical thinking and
clinical judgment skills with new next generation nclex style practice questions this
study tool prepares you for success on the ngn examination and in clinical practice
more than 2 600 interactive questions in a variety of formats help you review and
master high level pathophysiology content wide range of engaging activities allows
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you to assess your knowledge or identify areas for further study with matching
definitions choosing correct words completing sentences categorizing clinical
examples explaining pictures describing differences and teaching others about
pathophysiology case scenarios feature brief real world case studies as well as
application questions close alignment with the format of the huether and mccance s
understanding pathophysiology text makes it easy to go back and forth between the
two resources teach people about pathophysiology questions ask you to respond to
questions posed directly from the patient s point of view answer key found in the
back of the study guide allows you to check answers and evaluate your progress new
the only canadian nursing pathophysiology study guide on the market allows you to
more fully grasp and apply complex pathophysiology concepts new next generation
nclex ngn case studies include questions to help you apply pathophysiology concepts
and prepare for the ngn examination with suggested answers included at the back of
the book

Psychology, Canadian Edition & Launchpad for
Psychology, Canadian Edition (Six-Month Access)

2022-01-08

since the first trade deal with the us in 1987 canada has insisted on a cultural
exemption to ensure that governments were free to protect canadian culture and to
restrict foreign ownership and limit foreign content in the media negotiators and
government ministers considered the cultural exemption key to reassuring canadians
that the deal did not undermine our cultural sovereignty in every trade deal since
culture has been a contentious issue media giants and foreign governments have
pushed for unlimited access to canada ottawa has worked with cultural industries to
maintain the cultural exemption garry neil has been close to every one of these
negotiations and has been a key advisor to cultural groups on trade deals he has been
part of the international initiative to assert the importance of cultural diversity in the
world and to create effective measures to guarantee it this book reflects his experience
trying to ensure that the reality matches the rhetoric when it comes to culture as he
sees it in spite of the claims canadian cultural policies and programs have been steadily
restricted by successive trade deals he explains how this has happened and what
needs to be done for canada to maintain our cultural sovereignty and creative life in
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the face of multinational corporations and their government supporters who are
promoting a world monoculture

Huether and McCance's Understanding Pathophysiology,
Canadian Edition - E-Book

2022-04-02

this book explores consumer protection in the major financial markets in the world
and provides an international comparison among the countries of different cultural
background and economic development each chapter describes the major issues of
financial consumption in the selected country and the efforts to counter the problems
of financial consumption the innovation and renovation in the financial institutions
and the public policies for consumer protection are also analyzed for their potential
impacts on the future development of financial markets

Study Guide for Huether and McCance's Understanding
Pathophysiology, Canadian Edition - E-Book

2019-04-30

in 1914 canada was a very british society with anti asian attitudes although great
britain had declared that all people from india were officially british citizens and could
live anywhere in the british commonwealth canada refused to accept them this racist
policy was challenged by gurdit singh a sikh businessman who chartered a ship the
komagata maru and sailed to vancouver with over 300 fellow indians wishing to
immigrate to canada they were turned back tragically over the years the canadian
government gradually changed its immigration policies first allowing entry to wives
and children of indian immigrants and later to many more immigrants from india the
indo canadian community has grown throughout canada especially in british columbia
many in the community continue to celebrate their indian heritage which enriches
canadian culture
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Canadian Culture in a Globalized World

2018-06-22

canadian professional engineering and geoscience practice and ethics 6e is a unique
and comprehensive text for today s canadian students and practising professionals
structured in five parts the text is written in an approachable and engaging style that
effectively covers practice and ethics topics while offering advice for readers to
become effective professionals the authors guide readers through professional
licensing practice ethics and environmental practice and ethics using history case
studies examples and images to bring the issues to life the text devotes an entire
chapter to preparing readers for the professional practice examination ppe including
practice questions to bolster success canadian professional engineering and geoscience
is up to date with engineers canada s practice and ethics syllabus and is the
recommended study guide for this section of the ppe the coverage in this sixth edition
includes all provinces and territories of canada and contains updated new and revised
content and cases including the fascinating new case history accidental overdose the
therac 25 radiation therapy accidents this edition has expanded its employment
management and consulting sections with new and relevant canadian cases to keep
readers engaged and connected to the content canadian professional engineering and
geoscience practice and ethics is a vital professional resource for study and reference

An International Comparison of Financial Consumer
Protection

2020-01-17

consumer behaviour

Revel -- Print Offer -- Children

2014-04-30

the most complete reference to reading the cards and divining their wisdom for
centuries people have used the tarot to help them gain access to spiritual knowledge
and explore universal truths you don t have to be spiritually inclined to get
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something out of the tarot even the most hard boiled materialist with the assistance of
the knight the fool the lovers the hanged man and all the rest of the major and minor
arcana can achieve deep insights into their own true natures and the natures of others
in their lives used properly the tarot can reveal to us our deepest longings help us to
confront our fears and allow us to recognize unspoken emotional and psychological
obstacles to happiness come along on a fascinating journey as world renowned spiritual
teacher amber jayanti reveals the mysteries of the tarot and shows you how to tap
into its uncanny power as a tool for personal exploration and growth discover how to
use the tarot to reveal new options get a new perspective on and re envision your life
find hope support and encou ragement increase mental and emotional clarity reaffirm
what you already know connect more deeply with your intuition explore universal
truths answer some of life s biggest questions tarot for dummies explains how the
tarot works what it can and can t do for you and how to get the most out of it and it
guides you step by step through shopping for the right deck for you handling the
cards and interpreting spreads preparing for a reading finding spreads that are
relevant to loved ones friends history and special events distinguishing the elements
of a great reading linking the tarot with astrology numerology the qabalah and other
sources of wisdom do you long to see your life from a different perspective to see the
big picture let expert amber jayanti show you how to interpret the tarot and re
envision your life through this ancient mystical system of pictures

Righting Canada's Wrongs: The Komagata Maru

1876

uncover a digital trail of e evidence by using the helpful easy to understand
information in computer forensics for dummies professional and armchair
investigators alike can learn the basics of computer forensics from digging out
electronic evidence to solving the case you won t need a computer science degree to
master e discovery find and filter data in mobile devices e mail and other based
technologies you ll learn all about e mail and based forensics mobile forensics
passwords and encryption and other e evidence found through voip voicemail legacy
mainframes and databases you ll discover how to use the latest forensic software tools
and equipment to find the answers that you re looking for in record time when you
understand how data is stored encrypted and recovered you ll be able to protect your
personal privacy as well by the time you finish reading this book you ll know how to
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prepare for and conduct computer forensics investigations find and filter data protect
personal privacy transfer evidence without contaminating it anticipate legal loopholes
and opponents methods handle passwords and encrypted data work with the courts
and win the case plus computer forensics for dummies includes lists of things that
everyone interested in computer forensics should know do and build discover how to
get qualified for a career in computer forensics what to do to be a great investigator
and expert witness and how to build a forensics lab or toolkit note cd rom dvd and
other supplementary materials are not included as part of ebook file

Heritage Rare Books & Manuscripts Auction Final
Session # 683

1898

practical advice and information for living with polycystic ovarian syndrome
polycystic ovary syndrome pcos is a condition in which there is an imbalance of a
woman s female sex hormones and affects an estimated 10 of all women this hormone
imbalance may cause changes in the menstrual cycle acne small cysts in the ovaries
difficulty conceiving high blood pressure and other problems it is treatable but not
curable and sufferers have to rely on themselves for the long term management of
their condition if you re living with pcos this guide gives you the latest information
concerning treatments and research into polycystic ovarian syndrome pcos for
dummies gives you a practical plain english guide to living with and managing
polycystic ovarian syndrome in addition to providing valuable information concerning
the causes and symptoms of polycystic ovarian syndrome pcos for dummies gives you
the facts about the various treatment options that are available including both
traditional medical treatments and alternative therapies discusses the causes and
symptoms of pcos advice for dealing with this disorder covers the treatments and
medicine available in the united states pcos for dummies is an invaluable resource for
the millions who are suffering from this condition

Geo. P. Rowell and Co.'s American Newspaper Directory

1984

the myths and facts about alternative fuels and how they impact our lives as the price
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of energy continues to soar so too has the demand for alternative energy but there s
no clear winner in the race to replace fossil fuels alternative energy for dummies
explores the current fossil fuel conundrum and society s growing need for more and
more energy cutting through the competing claims this book offers a multifaceted
examination of alternative energy including solar wind nuclear biomass geothermal
biofuel and other sources each alternative scenario is compared to current fossil fuel
intensive practices in the scientific environmental social political and economic realms
readers also gain insight into the future of energy production

Canadian Bookseller and Library Journal

2014-08-26

just got a nintendo wii game console thinking about one wii offers video games
exercise tools the opportunity to create a cool mii character and lot of other
entertainment options wii for dummies shows you how to get the most from this fun
family game system this book shows you how to get physical with wii sports turn
game time into family time make exercise fun with wii fit and discover wii s hidden
talents like displaying photos and browsing the you ll learn how to hook up the wii to
your tv home entertainment setup or high speed internet connection get familiar
with wii s unique controllers and learn to use the nunchuk balance board wheel and
zapper explore the wii channels where you can shop for new games play games
online check the news and even watch videos create mii avatars you can share enter
in contests and use in games learn to use your whole body as a controller and get fit
while you play identify the best games for parties family events nostalgia buffs and
even non gamers build your skill at wii tennis golf baseball bowling and boxing use
the wii message board and full featured browser with tips on choosing games hot wii
sites how to enjoy photos and slideshows on your wii and ways to prevent damage to
and from wii remotes wii for dummies makes your new high tech toy more fun than
ever

Multiemployer Plan Termination Insurance Reform Act
of 1984

1970
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Set: Management, Third Canadian Edition with
WileyPLUS LMS Card

1924

Proceedings of the Special Senate Committee on Mass
Media

2018-01-18

Scientific Canadian Mechanics' Magazine and Patent
Office Record

2009-05-11

Canadian Professional Engineering and Geoscience

2001-08-16

Consumer Behavior For Dummies

2008-11-24

Tarot For Dummies

2017-08
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Computer Forensics For Dummies

2010-11-08

Psychology, Canadian Edition + Launchpad for
Psychology, Canadian Edition Six-month Access Card

1864

What's On The Air Tonight

2011-08-23

The Journal of Education for Upper Canada

1879

PCOS For Dummies

2009-05-04

Traveller ...

2010-03-04

Alternative Energy For Dummies
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